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Tip
Laminate the building 
cards to make them  
more durable.

45019 Creative LEGO® DUPLO® Brick Set
Ages 3–5  *  For 4–6 children

The Creative LEGO® DUPLO® Brick Set ignites creativity and collaboration! 
The building cards are designed to inspire open-ended construction, and 
the ideas below encourage new ways of using the set.

* Use the set for self-expression. 
Encourage children to each build a 
character. Then tell a story together 
including each of their characters.

* Use the set for various themes, such 
as nature, animals, and community. For 
instance, discuss animals, and prompt 
children to build an animal and its habitat 
or home.

* Use the set for problem solving. For 
instance, tell children a friend needs to 
cross a busy street. Encourage children 
to work together to build a solution, like 
a pedestrian bridge or traffic light, and 
describe.

* Use the set in a small group. Pick a 
category and ask children to build an 
item that belongs in the category. For 
instance, if the category is transportation, 
children may build an airplane, boat, or 
spaceship. Ask children to explain why 
each item belongs in the category.

* Use the set for creativity. Encourage 
children to select a building card and 
build the model on the card, for instance, 
the flower. Then ask them to create their 
own version of the model, for instance, 

another kind of 
flower. Discuss the 
similarities and 
differences.

5 Ideas:

Primary  Learning Values:*  Creative exploration  - creativity  - self-expression
*  Physical development  - fine motor skills

Teacher Tips:
•  The green border on the building cards indicates a 

less-challenging model, and the blue border indicates 

a more-challenging model.

•  As children build their own, creative models, take 

photos and laminate them to create new, additional 

building cards.


